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COMMENT

MAKING MARYLAND A SANCTUARY STATE – THE BATTLE 
OF IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT THROUGHOUT 
MARYLAND

By: Naseam Jabberi

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, issues of immigration have become a main topic of discussion throughout the United States. With President Trump basing a major campaign point on an idea of mass deportation, the concept of immigration enforcement became a front and center issue for many individuals. In one of the President’s campaign announcements, he made it clear that immigrants, specifically from Mexico, were a cause of issue, stating “[t]hey’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists.” One way the controversy from these statements manifested themselves was through the discussion of sanctuary states. Many individuals and legislative bodies began to look for solutions to what they believed to be issues of public safety that would be caused by these new enforcement efforts. Beyond the political responses, however, individuals have moved for sanctuary status as a response to studies which have shown benefits such as stronger economic rates in sanctuary jurisdictions throughout the country.
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Several states have had success in implementing a state-wide sanctuary program, including states like California and Colorado, while many states have only had success in implementing a sanctuary status at a county-by-county or city-by-city level. Many states which have only had local success, like Maryland’s Montgomery and Prince George’s counties, have made efforts to bring a statewide legislation. The Maryland Law Enforcement and Governmental and Trust Act (“Governmental Trust Act”), the General Assembly in Maryland has made several attempts to pass a statewide act without any success thus far.

This comment will examine why Maryland should move to becoming a sanctuary state, including the benefits that sanctuary states bring, and how Maryland can successfully pass such an act. The first section of this comment will look at the history of immigration enforcement throughout the United States. This will start with a look at immigration agencies in the United States and how those agencies have evolved over time. This comment will next look at the issues that lead people to want a sanctuary state. Then, this comment will turn to the history of the act, including the lead up to the act and the stages that the act went through over time. Section three will examine the issues behind the act, including political opposition and jurisdictions within Maryland which adamantly oppose becoming a sanctuary state, such as Frederick County. Section four will propose solutions, including examining jurisdictions which have had success in implementing similar acts, and how Maryland may be able to reach similar success.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Immigration enforcement in the United States dates back to the 1800s with the Chinese Exclusion Act and the Supreme Court’s ruling to create a
federally regulated immigration policy.\textsuperscript{15} Over the next century, immigration laws took flight, with limits being imposed on individuals attempting to immigrate, including limiting individuals with “mental defects” and placing quotas on individuals of certain nationalities.\textsuperscript{16} These new national laws, including implementing a tax on incoming immigrants and excluding certain classes of people, resulted in a need for federal immigration enforcement agents.\textsuperscript{17} Over the next century, there was a massive increase in the amount of immigration, with a brief pause resulting from the First World War.\textsuperscript{18} This led to spikes and evolutions in immigration enforcement at different eras, such as post 9/11 when workplace raids became more common.\textsuperscript{19} This increase in immigration also caused concerns within the United States, resulting in Congress limiting the number of visas issued.\textsuperscript{20} Because of this limit, immigrants directly responded by entering illegally.\textsuperscript{21} To counteract this issue, the government created several agencies.

A. History of immigration agencies

One response responses to immigration issues was Congress’s creation of a border patrol, which aimed to meet the issue at any port of entry.\textsuperscript{22} In response to individuals who made it past any ports of entry, or those who came to the country legally but remained illegally, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”) was created by executive order.\textsuperscript{23} From its inception in 1933 to its disbandment in 2003, the INS served through “investigation, exclusion, prevention of illegal entries, [and] deportation of criminal and subversive aliens....”\textsuperscript{24} While its motives shifted throughout eras, including a shift in focus on undocumented aliens in the United States for employment purposes, its goal remained steady – to deport those who were not properly in the country.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Overview of INS History}, supra note 15.
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.} at 6.
\textsuperscript{19} Keyes, supra note 16, at 910-11.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Overview of INS History, supra} note 15, at 7.
\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.} at 10.
The INS remained until after the 9/11 attacks, when Congress passed the Homeland Security Act of 2002.\textsuperscript{26} The INS was replaced with the Immigration and Customs Enforcement, under the Department of Homeland Security, or what is commonly known as ICE.\textsuperscript{27}

With these new departments, the United States also saw the rise of what is known as “crimmigration,” when in 2008, Congress made it mandatory to deport any noncitizen who committed any sort of felony.\textsuperscript{28} This concept, however, goes back to at least 1996, when the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act (“IIRIRA”), listed offenses that could lead to deportation.\textsuperscript{29} The different versions of the act were issued in opposition to ICE, the growing crimmigration backlash, and the political climate in the country.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{B. Issues that caused the desire for a sanctuary state act}

What constitutes sanctuary status varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but in the most general sense, the term “sanctuary” refers to jurisdictions that limit local law enforcement cooperation with immigration enforcement, and limit local law enforcement work with locating and detaining undocumented individuals.\textsuperscript{31} This idea dates back to the 1980s, where churches provided sanctuary to individuals unable to obtain refugee status despite fleeing violence in their home countries.\textsuperscript{32}

After the September 11, 2001 attacks, sanctuary cities as we know them in the modern sense grew in response to more stringent national security.\textsuperscript{33} Some jurisdictions had already enacted sanctuary policies, which would essentially decline the enlistment of that jurisdiction’s law enforcement for immigration enforcement purposes in civil matters.\textsuperscript{34} However, many

\textsuperscript{26} Overview of INS History, supra note 15, at 11.
\textsuperscript{27} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Keyes, supra note 16.
\textsuperscript{31} Jennifer Critchley & Lisa Trembly, Historical Review, Current Status and Legal Considerations Regarding Sanctuary Cities, N.J. Law. June 2017, at 32.
\textsuperscript{33} Critchley & Trembly, supra note 31, at 33.
jurisdictions moved for sanctuary status following President Trump’s January 25, 2017 executive order, as well as his other stringent immigration policies.\textsuperscript{35}

Although arguably the most notable part of the President’s campaign promise regarding immigration was a border wall, President Trump also placed heavy emphasis on mass deportation and cracking down on illegal immigration.\textsuperscript{36} Included in the plans for mass deportation, the President’s campaign called for “detention – not catch-and-release,” “defunding sanctuary cities… [and] cooperating with local task forces. . . . .”\textsuperscript{37} President Trump passed his executive order, which has been viewed as an unofficial catalyst to the act, to fulfill one of his most memorable campaign promises which demanded more stringent border security and immigration enforcement.\textsuperscript{38} While the President’s executive order called sanctuary cities a threat to public safety and a cause for “immeasurable harm to the American people,” many jurisdictions view sanctuary policies as exactly the opposite.\textsuperscript{39}

Many people do not see sanctuary jurisdictions as an “immeasurable harm” because they view the need for sanctuary jurisdictions as a matter of public interest. In fact, data shows that those who are not in the country legally are not as likely to commit crime, potentially because of the fear of being removed.\textsuperscript{40} This does not mean that sanctuary cities will lead to an increase of crime, however, because law enforcement is still able to act in their official duties and noncitizens are still subject to removal when they commit crimes – law enforcement would simply not be able to arrest, search, or detain individuals because of their immigration status alone.\textsuperscript{41}

To put it in perspective, the counties that instituted sanctuary requirements nationally had 35.5 percent less crimes per ten thousand people as well as lower rates of unemployment.\textsuperscript{42} Additionally, while there is a common misconception that illegal immigrants become a public charge, research found that sanctuary cities resulted in a reduction in the use of public benefits.\textsuperscript{43} Research has also shown that not only is less crime being

\textsuperscript{35} Id.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Demby, supra note 34.
\textsuperscript{42} Demby, supra note 34.
\textsuperscript{43} Id.
committed, but crime investigations go more smoothly, as immigrants are more likely to cooperate with investigations and become witnesses without the risk of being deported looming over them.\textsuperscript{44}

Beyond the benefits that sanctuary status would provide, many urged for enactment as a direct result of the President’s stringent policies with immigration. During the first year of President Trump’s term, the number of ICE encounters with United States citizens was 27,540, up from the 5,940 from President Obama’s final year in office.\textsuperscript{45} Although President Trump justified his 2017 executive order on the grounds of criminal conduct of illegally situated individuals, statistics did not lend itself to this.\textsuperscript{46} In fact, reports found that over eighty-five percent of removals were for those who had no criminal convictions or only non-violent ones.\textsuperscript{47}

However, this statistic sometimes get overshadowed by the rare, but horrific crimes that do occur, such as the murder of Kate Steinle (“Steinle”).\textsuperscript{48} In 2015, Steinle was shot and killed by an undocumented individual, Jose Ines Garcia Zarate (“Garcia Zarate”), and her parents brought suit against the city.\textsuperscript{49} Her parents argued that officials should have informed ICE when they released Garcia Zarate from jail following other charges.\textsuperscript{50} This argument ultimately failed, leading to a nationwide debate regarding the safety concerns from sanctuary cities.\textsuperscript{51} In Maryland, some jurisdictions already act as sanctuary cities or counties, with counties like Montgomery banning their government agencies from cooperating with immigration agencies.\textsuperscript{52} Similar efforts have been put in place in Prince George’s County as well, where officers are prohibited from aiding ICE.\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Demby, supra note 34.
\textsuperscript{47} AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL, supra note 45.
\textsuperscript{50} Id.
\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
C. Stages the Governmental Trust Act has gone through thus far

While the Maryland Law Enforcement Trust Act ultimately failed, it went through several rounds of drafting. In 2014, Senator Ramirez introduced the Maryland Law Enforcement Trust Act to the Senate.\(^{54}\) The bill, in summary, sought to end detainer based on immigration status.\(^{55}\) Additionally, it sought to cease the stop and search of individuals due to immigration status.\(^{56}\) Finally, the act demanded that law enforcement cannot bring in immigration agents to interview inmates unless there was an opportunity for the inmate to have their counsel present, they consented, and the interview was not before their first appearance in court.\(^{57}\)

This first version of the act did not receive enough votes to come into effect. However, Maryland lawmakers persisted and introduced a revised version of the bill in 2017, which was renamed the Maryland Law Enforcement and Governmental Trust Act.\(^{58}\) The 2017 version of the act began with defining terms, including “government agent” and “immigration enforcement,” which the previous version omitted.\(^{59}\) The bill went on to give a much more detailed list of prohibited activity compared to the first bill, including a limitation on use of public goods, responding to information requests, and assisting in arrests for the purpose of immigration enforcement.\(^{60}\) The revision also limited what government funds and resources can be used for immigration enforcement, including government databases for the purposes of investigating.\(^{61}\)

Despite the revisions, this act also failed, and from the first introduction of the revised act, officials in Maryland already expressed opposition. This opposition included Governor Larry Hogan, who stated he would “veto this dangerously misguided legislation the moment that it reach[ed] [his] desk.”\(^{62}\) The bill also received unexpected opposition when dozens of Asian Americans in Maryland testified against the Act.\(^{63}\) Out of the thirty-two speakers in opposition of the act during the House Judiciary Committee

\(^{55}\) Id.
\(^{56}\) Id.
\(^{57}\) Id.
\(^{59}\) Id.
\(^{60}\) Id.
\(^{61}\) Id.
\(^{62}\) Wood, supra note 8.
\(^{63}\) Id.
hearing in 2017, twenty-seven were Chinese-American.\textsuperscript{64} Despite the opposition, however, it appears there is still a desire to issue a bill that would make Maryland become a sanctuary state.

The Act was reintroduced in 2019, where it was passed in the Maryland House by a “wide margin,” but was never introduced to the Senate for a vote as a result of Judiciary Committee chairman Robert Zirkin’s skepticism to sanctuaries.\textsuperscript{65} However, now that Zirkin has stepped down from his position, there is potential in the future.

III. Issue

By limiting sanctuary cities and increasing immigration enforcement, jurisdictions risk higher crime rates and increased rates of poverty.\textsuperscript{66} Because of the negatives that come from immigration enforcement, places like Maryland which are seeking sanctuary status must overcome the opposition that ranges from political opponents of the act, to Maryland residents who oppose the Act as well, including legal immigrants within the state.\textsuperscript{67} The issue, however, arises from the perceived downfalls of sanctuary jurisdictions and the battle to overcome these perceptions, especially within the legislature and leadership in Maryland.

A. Political opposition within Maryland

From the inception of the Act, there has been heavy political opposition, with some of the most powerful coming from Maryland’s Governor Larry Hogan himself.\textsuperscript{68} Governor Hogan voiced strong disapproval for the Act, stating that law enforcement should be fully cooperating with federal enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{69} He also stated that he would do whatever was in his

\textsuperscript{64} Bill Turque, \textit{These First-Generation Chinese Americans are Vigorously Opposing Sanctuary Laws}, WASH. POST (Mar. 20, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/these-first-generation-chinese-americans-are-loudly-opposing-sanctuary-laws/2017/03/17/92728e94-09db-11e7-93dc-00f9b0dd74ed1_story.html.


\textsuperscript{66} Wong, \textit{supra} note 5.


\textsuperscript{69} Id.
power to stop the Act, including vetoing it the moment he could.\textsuperscript{70} According to Assistant Federal Public Defender, Joanna Silver, accruing enough votes to overcome the Governor’s veto would present an issue.\textsuperscript{71} Getting enough votes has proved a challenge in the past, however, as democrats have had a “two-to-one advantage” in the Maryland senate, yet still have not had luck with the bill passing despite multiple rounds of it in legislature.\textsuperscript{72}

Governor Hogan’s opposition did not stand alone in the political realm, as the chair of the Senate committee responsible for the bill, Robert Zirkin, did not even present the bill to the Senate.\textsuperscript{73} According Silver, Zirkin did not present the bill for a vote because he personally opposed it.\textsuperscript{74} While many were in support of the bill in 2017, Zirkin’s proposed amendments to the bill caused support to falter.\textsuperscript{75} Furthermore, the issue extends beyond this, as there is vocal anti-immigrant lobby.\textsuperscript{76} Although small, this group comes to Annapolis regularly and expresses their opposition to the act.\textsuperscript{77} While it is expected that many Republicans would oppose the act, many Democrats are also in opposition, as they are in traditionally Republican districts and are aiming to be cautious in their roles there.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{B. Federal opposition}

Beyond opposition in Maryland itself, the President made immigration enforcement one of the main focuses of his administration, and vowed for mass deportation during his campaign.\textsuperscript{79} Further, President Trump has expressed that federal funding would be taken from police departments in jurisdictions that implement sanctuary policies.\textsuperscript{80} These threats are not taken lightly, as President Trump’s administration has even gone as far as bringing suit against jurisdictions who have implemented sanctuary laws.\textsuperscript{81} In a split decision, the Ninth Circuit held that the Trump Administration’s hold of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{70} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{71} Joanna Silver, \textit{Thoughts on the Maryland Governmental and Trust Act} (unpublished interview, on file with author, conducted on Dec. 30, 2019).
  \item \textsuperscript{72} Tavernise, \textit{supra} note 67.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Cox & Wood, \textit{supra} note 68.
  \item \textsuperscript{74} Silver, \textit{supra} note 71.
  \item \textsuperscript{75} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{76} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{77} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{79} Kopan, \textit{supra} note 32.
  \item \textsuperscript{80} Sakuma, \textit{supra} note 6.
\end{itemize}
federal funding from sanctuary jurisdictions was in fact constitutional. In response to this decision, other jurisdictions have been reluctant to institute sanctuary policies.

C. Opposition among Maryland residents

Although many Maryland residents support sanctuary status, some of the most unexpected opposition came from immigrants themselves. When Howard County began the move to becoming a sanctuary jurisdiction, many legal immigrants voiced that this protection undermined their own journey to legal citizenship, thus causing them to oppose the change.

While it may be difficult for many to understand why immigrants would be opposed to the act, immigrants explain that they took the “correct” route to immigrate, so others must do the same. Additionally, many legal immigrants create an “us” versus “them” mentality when comparing themselves to the majority Latino undocumented individuals. This “us” versus “them” mentality has proven to be a challenge in gaining the support of individuals whom much of the legislature already expected to be in support.

D. Concerns raised from jurisdictions which have adopted sanctuary legislation

A major concern regarding sanctuary legislation arises from issues present in other jurisdictions that have adopted sanctuary legislation. Following Kate Steinle’s death, there was hysteria over undocumented immigration, and there was even a nationwide rise in the amount of Google searches performed for the words “sanctuary city.” Individuals later expressed that they felt that this was a “senseless murder” that could have been avoided if sanctuary jurisdictions did not exist or were more firmly regulated. People became even more fearful and weary of sanctuary jurisdictions, and did not want a part in them. This unfortunate occurrence,
as well as others like it, has added to the justifications of the opposition within Maryland.

E. Jurisdictional opposition from counties which have adopted INA 287(g)

Beyond politics and the support of Maryland residents, one of the biggest obstacles to implementing the act is jurisdictions that adamantly oppose sanctuary status and have implemented the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) § 287(g).92

Under INA § 287(g), state and local law enforcement enter agreements with ICE where law enforcement is permitted to perform some functions of immigration enforcement after undergoing adequate training.93 Jurisdictions that adopt INA § 287(g) can pick from two different models, the jail enforcement model (JEM) or the warrant service officer model (WSO).94 With JEM, law enforcement is trained by ICE to identify and process individuals with criminal charges, including pending charges.95 The WSO provides a limited function model, where ICE will train law enforcement to perform limited immigration enforcement within jails or correctional facilities.96

A study by the Migration Policy Institute showed that the implications of these programs were that individuals would avoid public places, change basic behaviors like driving patterns, and cause a distrust in authorities.97 Further, in Frederick County, there was a sixty-one percent decrease in Hispanic non-residents in the county following the adoption of INA § 287(g) between 2007 and 2009.98 This was in contrast to Montgomery County, where there was a nineteen percent increase in the Hispanic non-resident population during the same time period.99

Further, the adoption of these policies has caused tensions between different jurisdictions in Maryland, including accusations of racial

92 Sakuma, supra note 6.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id. at 39.
Despite these tensions, however, leaders in some of these jurisdictions have stated that they will not change their mindset, and will continue to implement INA § 287(g). While some counties in Maryland have already limited their cooperation with ICE to a smaller degree than what INA § 287(g) calls for, counties like Frederick have not, which may cause further issues with support for future versions of the act, and tensions if the act were to pass.

IV. SOLUTION

The General Assembly in Maryland must look to why jurisdictions both within and outside of Maryland have had success in implementing sanctuary status and examine how to mimic that success throughout the state. Although limited jurisdictions within Maryland have sanctuary status, it is vital to create a uniform statewide approach. However, given the backlash from the President regarding sanctuary status, including threats to withhold funding, jurisdictions may be reluctant to take the leap. The benefits, including lower crime rates and poverty, should be a guiding force in implementing such a solution. According to Silver, this means the goal should be gaining community support that would cause a “veto-proof majority” vote, which could come from limiting the bill to only prohibiting law enforcement from cooperating with ICE and nothing more.

A. Overcoming the opposition from Maryland lawmakers

To overcome the opposition within Maryland, legislative bodies could look to what has worked right at home, in jurisdictions like Montgomery County, where cooperation with immigration enforcement has been limited and base the solution around that. Although legislation in Montgomery County was officially signed in 2019, the lack of cooperation with ICE has been ongoing since 2014. This refusal has been significant, as thirty

101 Id.
102 Id.
103 Tan, supra note 52.
104 Wong, supra note 5.
105 Silver, supra note 71.
106 Tan, supra note 52.
107 Id.
percent of Montgomery County’s population is made up of immigrants.\textsuperscript{108} This same sort of policy implementation has been seen in Prince George’s County as well, where law enforcement has been instructed to only cooperate with ICE when the issue involves a criminal immigration warrant.\textsuperscript{109}

These jurisdictions were able to gain support in the push for sanctuary status in part as backlash against the President’s vocal disdain for sanctuary jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{110} Given the fear of limiting resources, however, one solution for Maryland or other jurisdictions hoping to implement sanctuary status is to limit the breadth of what a sanctuary jurisdiction would entail - much like Montgomery County did.\textsuperscript{111} In counties like Montgomery, ICE is still able to act in their capacity, but local government resources will not be used to assist with civil immigration investigations.\textsuperscript{112} While this does limit the lengths ICE can go to for immigration enforcement, it still allows them to perform in the same capacity, with local law enforcement only providing assistance if ICE possesses a court order or criminal warrant.\textsuperscript{113} According to Silver, this strategy of limiting the breadth of sanctuary status will assist with gaining support across party lines.\textsuperscript{114}

Although one of the concerns for Maryland lawmakers is the jurisdictional splits within Maryland, they could look to California for guidance on how a jurisdictional split may play out following a statewide law. In 2017, California passed the California Values Act, which recognized that the trust between California’s immigrant residents and local authorities was vital to public safety.\textsuperscript{115} As a result, this act forbade California law enforcement agencies from “[using] agency or department moneys or personnel to investigate, interrogate, detain, detect, or arrest persons for immigration enforcement purposes.”\textsuperscript{116} This provision thus prohibits law enforcement from performing acts of an immigration officer, including even asking about someone’s immigration status.\textsuperscript{117} Further, this act does prevent

\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\textsuperscript{110} Kopan, supra note 32.
\textsuperscript{111} Tan, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{112} Id.
\textsuperscript{113} Id.
\textsuperscript{114} Silver, supra note 71.
\textsuperscript{116} Id.
\textsuperscript{117} Id.
law enforcement from responding to requests for specific information regarding criminal conduct and arrests.\footnote{Id.} 

Prior to the enactment of the sanctuary bill, California, like Maryland, had several jurisdictions against becoming a sanctuary state, with many of those jurisdictions still expressing opposition after passage.\footnote{Tatiana Sanchez, \textit{California Cities Are Rebelling Against State Sanctuary Law, But How Far Can They Go}, MERCURY NEWS (April 23, 2018), https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/23/california-cities-are-rebelling-against-state-sanctuary-law-but-how-far-can-they-go/.} Despite this, however, California managed to gain majority support from the legislature, and even law enforcement, by advocating the positives that a sanctuary jurisdiction can bring, such as a “foster[ed] trust in immigrant communities.”\footnote{Gale Holland, \textit{California ‘Sanctuary’ Bill Gets Support From Law Enforcement, Rebuke From Trump Administration}, L.A. TIMES (Sep. 16, 2017, 4:15 PM), https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-mcdonnell-immigration-20170916-story.html.} If Maryland can follow a similar path of advocacy, they can follow California’s suit, despite the opposition within Maryland itself.

Finally, given that Maryland house members were already strongly in favor of the bill during the last introduction, the final hurdle would have been convincing Zirkin to even introduce it to the Maryland Senate.\footnote{Rendall, supra note 65.} However, Zirkin has since stepped down from the position, and will not be seeking reelection. Zirkin has since been replaced by William Smith.\footnote{Josh Kurtz, \textit{Sen. Bobby Zirkin Leaving Post To Focus on ‘Most Important’ Thing}, PATCH (Dec. 3, 2019), https://patch.com/maryland/pikesville/sen-bobby-zirkin-leaving-post-focus-most-important-thing.} Because of this, Maryland may have a much easier time not only introducing the bill, but ultimately passing it. Additionally, Maryland may have a much easier time passing this legislation if other concerns with it are addressed, such as the instances of crime that have occurred in the past. A potential solution to this would be adding language that requires immigration action sooner, such as when an individual is a repeat offender. Limiting the scope of the act, as well as focusing on the successes that other jurisdictions both within and outside of Maryland have had, can lead to large success for Maryland’s future as a sanctuary state.

\textbf{B. Overcoming the fear of federal opposition}

With the current administration’s focus on immigration reform and the threat of reprimands for those who do not follow suit, it can be difficult to convince lawmakers to work towards this goal. However, Maryland
lawmakers should look towards other states which have had success as a useful resource for finding a solution. California’s success revealed many legislature’s concern with political backlash. While many of Maryland legislative leaders fear the Trump Administration’s threats of reduced funding to sanctuary states, the United States Ninth Circuit held on appeal that sanctuary states do not violate federal law. The decision arose from a lawsuit brought by the Trump Administration, but the court maintained that California’s act was not a violation, and constitutional as a result. Although challenging presidential threats is a large hurdle to overcome, California’s success shows that a sanctuary act is not only possible, but protected by the court.

C. Bringing this to Maryland despite some opposition from Maryland residents

In the end, the solution to Maryland’s lack of success rests in gaining the support of Maryland residents, as Maryland lawmakers do not want to lose their support in the future for passing legislation that is opposed. This can be achieved through both making the proven benefits of sanctuary jurisdictions clear and creating a bill that would make Maryland a sanctuary state, while limiting the scope enough to ease the fears of those who worry that a sanctuary state is extreme, much like Montgomery County has done.

Coming up with a feasible solution can prove to be a challenge when it comes to overcoming individuals’ perceptions of crime rates and other issues at hand, such as individual concerns of situations similar to Kate Steinle happening in other sanctuary jurisdictions. Overcoming this can be done through advocacy over the data that has been shown from sanctuary cities, and showing both citizens and legislatures that sanctuary cities are not as dangerous as they have been made out to be. In fact, although the events in San Francisco involving Steinle were devastating, California has found that there was no change to the amount of violent crime following California enacting state-wide sanctuary legislation. Additionally, despite the events in San Francisco, it has been shown that immigrants as a whole are less likely

124 Id.
125 Id.
127 Id.
to commit crimes when compared to United States citizens.\textsuperscript{128} With data showing an average of 35.5 fewer crimes per ten thousand people in sanctuary jurisdictions, it has been shown to be a myth that sanctuary jurisdictions increase crime levels.\textsuperscript{129}

Further, it has been shown that it is a myth that sanctuary jurisdictions will increase the amount of public charges and harm the economy, with the median household income being an average of $4,352.70 higher in sanctuary jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{130} This goes beyond benefitting only immigrant and specifically Latino communities, as there was a reported 1.4 percent lower level of poverty for white individuals within sanctuary jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{131} If Maryland legislatures can bring awareness to data like this to both other members of the legislature as well as Maryland citizens, then there will be a better chance of passing this legislation.

V. CONCLUSION

Although the path to becoming a sanctuary state may be difficult, the benefits of achieving this goal should not be left unconsidered. Sanctuary jurisdictions create positive outcomes for the community at large, not just immigrants. As such, there should be a stronger push by the Maryland legislature to enact policies to make the state a sanctuary state. By overcoming political barriers, this can be achieved. With six states enacting sanctuary legislation, including California, Maryland should look to these jurisdictions as inspiration and follow suit accordingly.\textsuperscript{132} Enacting effective sanctuary legislation in Maryland will improve the economy, lower crime, and benefit Maryland residents as a whole, and as such, should be seriously considered.

\textsuperscript{128} Id.
\textsuperscript{129} Wong, supra note 5.
\textsuperscript{130} Id.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.